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About This Game

This is a personal project I've been working on by myself for a while. It's a VR Action Shooter that makes you feel like Neo
from the matrix.

A mysterious group of rogues calling themselves STAR have kidnapped you. In this VR shooter you will right the wrongs of the
"evil" Space Trading Association as you are tasked/forced into suicidal missions.

A short concise adventure and a first glimpse into the STA Universe.

Dodge bullets and use an arsenal of weapons including a two handed assault rifle and a grenade launcher to dispense justice on
those your master determines to be evil.
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Title: STAR SOD
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mass Games
Publisher:
Mass Games
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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There are many point and click games, but none are very realistic dealing with real life issues. Until now. Obviously some of the
events wouldnt happen on a normal day but in this game you can kiinda understand the scenario a character is in. I recommend
this game. I had a great experience. I recommend you check it out. here is my first 15 min gameplay of it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ImpOnAjvV1A. The good, the bad, and the very ugly...

The good:
+15k GS
+3 fleet strength
Grim and Phoenix, both rank 8 ships, can help you farming resources for destroyer\/premium\/special ships.
+1 month licence

The bad:
+10% more credits alone is just not enough, there should be +1 loot search here too.
again the same colour schemes...
and again, you pay more, but you're not getting more...

The very ugly:
overpriced, even at 50%.. Only play if you have a beefy system. The amount of screen tearing in this made it anything but
relaxing. I haven't had a VR headache like the one this game gave me before.

Regions are interesting enough and scenery is relaxing, but on my 1060 system it still made me nauseous. This is going to be
kind of a mixed recommendation. If it's on sale for dirt cheap with the DLC, get it if you like the lego games, otherwise, wait.
The game isn't bad, it's actually got some cool stuff in it and the character roster with the DLC is huge.

But with that being said, the game is kind of boring overall. I love TCS and even the original 1 and 2 separate lego games
(haven't played 3 yet), but this one again, is boring

The voice acting quality is pretty bad. Actually no, it's inconsistent. Some lines are pulled directly from the movie but are mixed
poorly and you can easily tell they were not made for the game. In fact, you can hear lines cut off when they only needed a
snippet of it in the game. Other times, it's ok and you can tell it was recorded for the game or at least not taken directly from the
movie. I wish they wouldn't have added voice acting, it's done very lazily when the previous method of gags was easier to pull
off. Why do something that requires more effort, but not put effort into it? Seems backasswards to me.

The level design isn't fun. Well, for the most part. Some levels just require you to run around solving basic puzzles for 20
minutes, using BB-8 for the 30th time to open something or climb around. It just isn't as entertaining as the old games. The new
mechanics are also really boring and actually make going through the levels multiple times a chore (gods
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the cover mechanic). Others are alright and are nice to look at, but this game is pretty short so they
don't come as often as they should.

My last complaint is the setting. Well, movie wise. I don't hate TFA, I actually kind of enjoy it, but they really needed to wait
for a couple more movies to come out because this game is SHORT. It's also not nearly as interesting without some other stories
to mess around with and only being 1 era is disappointing, although expected. They really should have waited for Solo and
Rogue One imo. But, I guess the next game can do multiple movies again.

Overall I have a lot of complaints and while I say I don't recommend this, I actually do on sale. It's still a fun time if you really
like the lego games and the character roster is pretty good, but I just don't have the same enjoyment replaying levels or finishing
the game 100% like I do with the other Lego games.. It's like an updated version of "Sean o' Connor's Windows Games: Slay".. I
first heard about this game back in 2015 on the OOTP forums.

I'm glad to see it's here, and happening.

The sky's the limit, this could go places.
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Fingers crossed.. Bought this 4 day and never got it in game
still waiting....
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Probably the best IDE I have used...very nice.. Amerzone is the first game of B.Sokal productions. It is in 1.st person view,
which is unusual. -Syberia I&II, Paradise and Sinking Island were not, so this does give this game a tad of ''Myst'' feel to it,
compared to his other releases.

You just know it's Benoit Sokal's work when you start playing it,.. The lovely artwork and items you find in game, e.g. the
journal you use as guide, is exactly like the one you find in Syberia, with handwritten texts and fantastic drawings, fun to look at
because of its imagination, humouristic animals and the always warm stories behind it.

I have played every single game made by Sokal, I can compare his releases. I'm his biggest fan, but I'm not going to lie, there are
some annoyance with it.

First of, there are no adjustments to sound levels, you sort of need a volume button on your keyboard or on the
speakers\/headset and hop on it occasionally. You can't tweek gamesound down and at the same time get everything they say
just by reading subtitles, because there are non. Some locations were louder than others. I mean they are great crisp and
belivable sounds, but levels are changing.

Then you have the tab'ing out, that didn't work, or taking screenshots and then you have the cut scenes, they were quite pixel'y,
not in playmodes though. But apart from the above, there were not really anything else to put my finger on. It's an old game. The
oldest, so I recommend you keep a forgiving mind while playing this, because you sure don't want to miss out on it. It's a classic,
and the story is memorable and sweet.

Voice acting was great, art is insane, such an old game, yet so beautiful textures, humour filled elements and difficulty level:
-Not holding your hand, but not frustrating either.
There were a couple of times I thought I was having a glitch or bug, always kept loosing my discs and searching for needle in a
haystack,.. but, I was the one who were sloppy. There were no errors, nor any bugs what so ever.

It is with sort of sadness that I finished this game. Good 11 hrs of playing and reaching the end, I knew; ''That's it!'' Now there
are no more oldtime adventures by Sokal to play, but brand new productions. (Which I look forward to as well).

As for this game Amerzone; -Yes, I do recommend you get to your collection. Definitely.. The game finder keeps joining you
into games that are seconds away from ending, then you just get kicked back to main menu again to start the process over
again.. I spent hundreds of hours in this game prior to it being on steam it was several years was part of "Dogma" Clan met a lot
of really cool people. There is alot of fun to be had in this game... but do not going into it expecting the perfect STALKER
MMO it is its own beast. Its far from perfect still and i doubt it will get alot better it seems the same as it was 2 years ago just
different players. But its worth spending a few hours in it you may even find that you enjoy it. I know i did.. Motorstorm: The
Clone Version

Yes, this is basically the copy of Motorstorm or if you will, an off-road version of Burnout. Now I know what you think - those
are some big names you are dropping - and I am, this game undeniably has that moment-to-moment "fun" factor of the
aftermentioned games. You have the boost meter, ramps to catch big air, and glorious crashes. Also, ignore the negative reviews
that are complaining how this isn't the same game as the first 1NSANE game, that game was more a crashfest and kind of an
Unreal Tournament but with cars. This is clearly a different game, a proper racing game in the veins of Burnout/Motorstorm
and there is nothing wrong with it.

There are 4 surroundings for the numerous maps, Europe, America, Africa and the Antartica and the bunch of game modes,
usual variations of the classic racing, gate/checkpoint hunting, and catching the flag. The career mode is classic stuff, you
compete in many races, win points, use that points to unlock small upgrades for your car and at certain points you unlock new
cars. Speaking of cars there are a few categories like dune buggies, SUVs, 4x4 trucks, big rigs and monster trucks. The music is
ok, just ok, nothing special just usual rock themes appropriate for high-speed furious racing.

This game definitely surprised me with its quality. It is one of those games that are definitely, good but not AAA good. So
maybe just A? It is a category almost lost in the industry. Today we only have expensive AAA games and small indie ones. Do I
recommend this game? Hell yes. If you are a fan of Burnout, Motorstorm, maybe even ATV Offroad Fury games - get this gem
right now.
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